
 

  

 

 

 
  

 

  

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Consultation Panel 
of the West Kowloon Cultural District Authority 

Minutes of the Twenty-Fifth Meeting of the Consultation Panel 
of the West Kowloon Cultural District Authority 

Date 

Time

Venue

: 

: 

: 

6 February 2018 (Tuesday) 

2:30 p.m. 

Board Room, West Kowloon Cultural District Authority, 

Units 608-613, Level 6, Core C, Cyberport 3, 100 Cyberport Road, 

Hong Kong 

Members Present: 

Chairman 

Professor John LEONG Chi-yan, SBS, JP 

Members 

The Honourable Ronald ARCULLI, GBM, GBS, JP 

Mr Chris IP Ngo-tung, JP 

Ms Mimi CHEUNG Yee-may 

Mr Christopher Wicky CHEUNG 

Mr CHING Cheung-ying, MH 

Mr CHOW Yick-hay, BBS, JP 

Ms Anita GIDUMAL 

Mr Andy HO Wing-cheong 

Professor Lena LEE 

Ms Yolanda NG Yuen-ting, MH 

Mr TANG Shu-wing 

Secretary: 

Ms Maria LAU Head, Secretariat Services, 
Legal and Secretarial 
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of the West Kowloon Cultural District Authority 

In Attendance: 

Home Affairs Bureau (HAB) 

Ms Angelina CHEUNG FUNG Wing-ping, JP Deputy Secretary for 
Home Affairs (2) 

West Kowloon Cultural District Authority (WKCDA) 

Mr Duncan PESCOD, GBS, JP Chief Executive Officer 
(CEO) 

Ms Suhanya RAFFEL Executive Director, M+ 

Mr Louis YU Executive Director, 
Performing Arts 

Ms Alison FRIEDMAN Artistic Director, 
Performing Arts 

Absent with Apologies: 

Mr Henry CHAN Chi-chiu, MH, JP 

Mr Wyborn LEUNG Wai-hong 

Mr Jason WONG Chun-tat 

Professor Eric YIM Chi-ming, JP 

Opening Remarks 

The Chairman welcomed Members, the representatives of the West 
Kowloon Cultural District Authority (WKCDA/ the Authority) and Home Affairs 
Bureau to the Twenty-Fifth meeting of the Consultation Panel (CP). 

Agenda Item (1) Confirmation of the Minutes of the Twenty-Fourth 
Consultation Panel Meeting 

2. The Chairman said that the Secretariat circulated the draft minutes of the 

Twenty-Third Meeting on 1 February 2018 and had not received any proposed 

amendment to the minutes from Members. As Members had no other comments, 

the minutes of the Twenty-Fourth Meeting were confirmed. 
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Agenda Item (2) Matters Arising 

3. The Chairman said that there were no matters arising from the last meeting. 

Agenda Item (5) Progress Report of the Working Group on Youth and 

Community Engagement (a presentation) 

4. The Chairman proposed to proceed to agenda item 5 as Ms Yolanda NG 

would leave the meeting early due to prior engagement. 

(Mr TANG Shu-wing arrived at 2:41 p.m.) 

5. Ms Yolanda NG thanked members of the Working Group on Youth and 

Community Engagement (“Working Group”) for their hard work in the past few 

months. She stated that the Working Group commenced its work in mid-2017 after 

it had re-appointed some incumbent members and appointed new members. 

However, District Councils (DCs) had already confirmed their yearly programme 

plans by that time and did not have spare capacity to work with WKCDA on the 

“Crossover Lab Initiative” collaborative project.  As a result, the Working Group 

had put forward a few new initiatives on youth engagement. 

6. By way of a PowerPoint presentation, Ms Yolanda NG briefed Members 

on the progress of the Community Engagement Project and the Youth Engagement 

Initiatives. 

(Ms Mimi CHEUNG arrived at 2:43 p.m.) 

7. Ms Yolanda NG stated that the Central & Western District Council (C&W 

DC) would partner with Little Green Feet Limited to co-organise an event named 

“Picturing Central and Western District @ West Kowloon” with WKCDA under the 

community engagement project in 2017/18. The event aimed to foster reading 
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culture in the community and to promote positive parenting and happy childhood. 

The programme partner, Little Green Feet Limited was one of the participating 

organisers of the two Crossover Lab Initiative programmes – “Playing Around Yau 

Tsim Mong Street Corners @ West Kowloon” and “Kwai Tsing Daily @ West 

Kowloon” held last year. The event would comprise music and dance performance, 

game booths and board games, outdoor library, DIY workshops, family reading 

sessions, competition, rebuild cycling exhibition and test drive, and reading sessions 

for children with different abilities. The targeted number of participants were 3,000. 

In order to achieve this target, it was hoped that WKCDA could help promote the 

event to the art and cultural sector while Little Green Feet would focus on publicity 

efforts at the community level such as raising awareness of the parent groups so as 

to bring families to West Kowloon Cultural District (WKCD). She also stated that 

Eastern District Council, Kowloon City District Council and Tuen Mun District 

Council were also interested in exploring collaborative opportunities under the 

community engagement project in 2018/19. It was expected that they would 

confirm by March 2018. 

(Hon. Ronald ARCULLI arrived at 2:45 p.m.) 

8. Ms Yolanda NG reported that the Working Group proposed three new 

youth engagement initiatives. Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups (HKFYG) 

would co-organise two programmes namely “WKCD at your Hands’ Reach” and 

“Youth Art Ambassador” with WKCDA in March 2018. By using a cappella music 

in a form of truck touring as a mobile platform in various locations in Hong Kong 

over five days, “WKCD at your Hand’s Reach” by HKFYG would engage the young 

people to perform to promote cultural lifestyle and the WKCD project. It was 

targeted to reach over 12,000 participants. “Youth Art Ambassador” would take place 

at the same time of “Picturing Central and Western @ West Kowloon”, with young 

professionals’ performance echoing the event at five points of interest between 

Kowloon Station and WKCD to create a pleasant walking experience. 

9. Ms Yolanda NG stated that Arts with the Disabled Association Hong Kong 
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would co-organise an event namely “Life Planning Programme: Arts Industry 

Exploration” with WKCDA from March to July 2018. The purpose of the 

programme was to introduce to secondary school students (in particular S.4 to S. 6 

students) a possible career in the arts industry. Programmes would include artist 

sharing at local schools and visits to community arts organisations. In addition to 

utilising the existing platforms and networks of the programme partners, Ms Yolanda 

NG would also like to solicit the assistance of WKCDA in terms of publicity and 

marketing promotion to help attract a diverse audience.  Going forward, the 

Working Group hoped that WKCDA would consider allocating more resources to the 

youth engagement initiatives so that they would become regular (rather than ad hoc) 

events. An evaluation would be conducted upon the completion of these new youth 

engagement initiatives. 

(Mr Chris IP arrived at 2:47 p.m.) 

10. The Chairman thanked the Working Group members for their efforts and 

invited Members to give their views on the proposed community and youth 

engagement initiatives. 

11. Mr CHOW Yick-hay was appreciative of the efforts that the Working 

Group had made. Considering that the events under the Community Engagement 

Project were unique and creative, he emphasised the importance of publicity in 

making these events successful. Given the funding constraint, he suggested that 

WKCDA should help promote these events by leveraging its existing publicity 

platforms such as mobile app, website and the media. Furthermore, he said that 

from his experience in organising youth activities, he noted that the young people 

needed more space for creativity. Lastly, he suggested that the Authority should 

liaise with the Government departments to see how to beautify the bridge linking the 

Kowloon Station and WKCD. 

12. The Chairman enquired if WKCDA would provide more promotional and 

marketing support for the youth and community engagement activities. 
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13. Mr Duncan PESCOD responded that it should be a joint marketing effort 

of both WKCDA and the programme partner to promote the events under the 

Community Engagement Project. In addition, he supported that a more open 

framework to encourage youth participation should be the direction going forward. 

He commented that the walking experience between Kowloon Station and WKCD 

was not that bad but he agreed that it could be improved. Programme like “Youth Art 

Ambassador” by HKYAF would help improve that experience. The long-term 

solution for this problem was to have a new bridge connecting Elements to WKCD, 

which would take about three to four years to complete. 

14. Ms Anita GIDUMAL supplemented that “Picturing Central and Western 

@ West Kowloon” and the “Youth Art Ambassador” were two different programmes 

run by two different organisations on the same day, i.e. 25 March 2018. She hoped 

that the publicity flyers would be ready for posting to the various websites and 

Facebook. “Life Planning Programme: Arts Industry Exploration” organised by 

ADAHK targeted around 400 schools (including both Chinese and English-speaking 

schools). All in all, the three programmes would reach out to both Chinese and 

English-speaking groups to attract a larger group of audiences. 

15. Mr Christopher CHEUNG said that the briefing was highly impressive. 

However, he noted that the youth engagement initiatives only targeted secondary 

school students. He suggested that university students should also be included in 

the youth engagement programme. 

16. Mr Duncan PESCOD responded that there would be a variety of 

programmes organised by the Authority for audience in different age groups. For 

example, Freespace Happening would attract those in their early 20s to 30s to visit, 

perform and run the market stall. 

17. The Chairman echoed that there would be different programmes for 

different types of audience. 

18. Ms Yolanda NG supplemented that the collaborative event with C&W DC 
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would aim at attracting participants (not only the youth) from that particular 

community to WKCD to enhance their understanding and interest in arts and culture. 

The “Life Planning Programme: Arts Industry Exploration” would target S.4 and S.6 

students to develop their understanding and interest in arts for their future career 

pursuit.   

19. The Chairman emphasised the bridging function of Consultation Panel 

between the community and the WKCD and agreed that WKCDA should consider Action 

rendering more marketing and promotional support for the youth and community WKCDA 

engagement activities. 

20. Mr Andy HO echoed the view and stated that the Working Group aimed 

to work with different partners to leverage their networks to reach out to a great 

variety of audience and to bring them to WKCD. 

Agenda Item (3) Cultural Software Development for the West Kowloon 

Cultural District (WKCDA CP/01/2018) 

M+ 

21. By way of a PowerPoint presentation, Ms Suhanya RAFFEL reported on 

the latest developments in various aspects of M+, including: 

A. Capacity Building 

- M+/ Design Trust Research Fellowship: Hugh Davies and the 
team of Fan Lok Yi and Sampson Wong would be recipients of the 
2018 fellowship. 

- M+ Internship Programme: 2017 Spring Intake (May to 
November 2017), 2017 Autumn Intake (November 2017 – May 
2018) 

- Venice Biennale Internship Programme: held in conjunction 
with the Hong Kong participation in the Venice Biennale in 2013, 
2015 and 2017 to nurture local talent interested in working in the 
visual art field and offer the change the gain unique insight of the 
renowned international art exhibition. 
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- M+ Docent Volunteer Programme: launched in early 2013 and 
the total number of docents reached over 100, who would be now 
form the core volunteers to lead exhibition tours and enhance 
visitors’ understanding of the exhibition through interaction and 
exchange. 

B. Audience Building 

- Ambiguously Yours: Gender in Hong Kong Popular Culture 
would be M+’s first exhibition on Hong Kong popular culture 
running from 17 March to 21 May 2017 which had drawn around 
15 300 visitors. 

- Canton Express presented a reiteration of the original works and 
original pieces presented in China’s historic debut exhibition in the 
50th Venice Biennale in 2003 attracting around 7 000 visitor from 
23 June to 10 September 2017. 

- The Weight of Lightness: Ink Art at M+ took place from 13 
October 2017 to 14 January 2018 which explored the pivotal role 
of ink art in global visual culture over the past 60 years recording 
around 13 000 visitors. 

- The 57th Venice Biennale: M+ and the Hong Kong Arts 
Development Council presented the collateral event, Samson 
Young: Songs for Disaster Relief, which would be the third 
collaboration running from 13 May to 26 November 2017. 
Alongside the exhibition, the Hong Kong Talk Series was held in 
June and August 2017, and We are One?, a programme of film 
screenings and conversations on the theme of charity efforts, was 
presented in Hong Kong in October 2017.  The exhibition had 
attracted around 134 000 visitors. 

- M+ Screenings: launched in 2016, it would be planned to take 
place three times a year. The three programmes in 2017, namely, 
Genderfluid (7 to 9 April 2017), City Limits (4 to 6 August 2017) 
and Stillness in Motion (24 to 26 November 2017) attracted a total 
of around 1 300 audience. 

- M+ Matters: 12 episodes with a total of 14 talks were held. 

- M+ Matters Keynote: inviting international thinkers and 
practitioners to discuss their experiences and insights into 
influential projects that have defined the cultural landscape of the 
21st century, the first keynote event had taken place in December 
2017. 
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- Open Up: Museum Learning in the 21st Century (November 
2017 to June 2018), Rethinking Pei: A Centenary Symposium 
(October and December 2017). 

C. Public and Youth Engagement 

- M+ Summer Camp: each camp attracted 100 students from 
different schools and backgrounds since its launch in 2015. 

- M+ Rover: a mobile space for exhibitions and workshops 
launched in 2016. 

PA 

22. By way of a PowerPoint presentation, Ms Alison FRIEDMAN updated 

Members on the various aspects of PA as summarised below: 

A. Capacity Building 

- Rising Stars of Cantonese Opera: from 2015 to 2017, four 
editions had been organised at Ko Shan Theatre New Wing 
featuring performances by emerging Cantonese Opera artists. 

- In May 2017, the third edition of Producers’ Networking Meeting 
and Forum 2017 hosted more 150 producers and curators from 
Hong Kong, Greater China and the Asia Pacific region in a closed-
door meeting and public forum. 

- Creation for Freespace: On Scenography, a three-year 
programme curated by Edward Lam Dance Theatre (Hong Kong) 
was launched in 2017. Additional ongoing “Creation for Freespace” 
programmes include: What Is Stage: Dynamics of Seeing; One of 
Two Stories, or Both by Samson Young which was co-
commissioned by West Kowloon and the Manchester International 
Festival and premiered at the Manchester International Festival, 
International Co-Lab bringing dance and theatre artists from Hong 
Kong to collaborate with artists in cities throughout Europe and 
Australia as well as Hong Kong, Freespace Tech Lab with Zuni 
Icosohedron, and The Foundations of Performance. 

B. Cultural Exchange and Collaboration 

- Simon Says: a co-production by Unlock Dancing Plaza (Hong 
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Kong) and Le Phare, Centre chorégraphique national du Havre 
Normandie (France), which had premiered at France (January 
2017), toured in Hong Kong (June 2017) and Guangdong 
(November 2017). 

- Seminar on Theatertreffen 2017: a two-day seminar in 
collaboration with Goethe-Institut Hong Kong at the Hong Kong 
Arts Centre attended by 74 theatre practitioners. 

- In July 2017, a three-year Memorandum of Understanding on a 
Dance Exchange and Collaboration with Studio Wayne McGregor 
(UK) was signed. A co-commissioned dance performance, 
Autobiography, which had its world premiere at Sadler’s Wells in 
London in October 2017, would have its Hong Kong premiere 
scheduled for 2019-2020 at Freespace. 

- Creative Meeting Point on Screendance: Hong Kong x 
Singapore: co-produced by City Contemporary Dance Company 
(Hong Kong) and Cinemovement (Singapore). Premiered in Hong 
Kong November 2017 and will tour in 2018-19. 

C. Community Involvement and Audience Building 

- PA Internship Programme: in 2017-2018, there would be three 
six-month intakes of interns. 

- Tea House Theatre Taster: held in March 2014, May 2015 and 
May 2017 at Lyric Theatre, Hong Kong Academy of Performing 
Arts. The live streaming on 13 May 2017 and the two-week on-
demand viewing recorded over 15,800 and over 103,000 views 
respectively. 

- The first Experimental Chinese Opera Series was launched in 
September 2017, inviting contemporary Chinese opera productions 
from the Mainland and Hong Kong to perform over a two-week 
festival in Hong Kong. The Series included a WKCDA-produced 
Cantonese Opera version of “Farewell My Concubine.” This new 
adaption premiered at the Shanghai Experimental Xiqu Festival in 
December 2016, then a full-house run at HK Rep Black Box in 
Hong Kong in September 2017, as well as Xiqu Opera Black Box 
Festival in Beijing in November 2017. Future tours are in the 
planning stage. 
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- Freespace Happening: Between August 2015 and March 2017, 
Freespace Happening attracted over 120,000 visitors.  The latest 
season would run from September 2017 to March 2018. 

- Freespace at Taikoo Place ran from 26 October to 5 November 
2017 in collaboration with Swire Properties. 

- WE Dance: a community and participatory dance programme 
running in the Nursery Park from September 2017 to February 
2018 as part of the Freespace Happening programme. 

- As an array of free learning and participatory courses, the 101 
Lecture/ Workshop Series attracted over 1,000 enrolments 
between February and October 2017. 

(Ms Yolanda NG left at 3:31 p.m.) 

23. Mr Christopher CHEUNG enquired if an event calendar for mobile 

devices such as that for Hong Kong Public Holidays would be made available. 

24. Ms Alison FRIEDMAN replied that there would be one provided in a 

google document format for PAC and also reminded members of WKCDA’s monthly 

newsletter sent out by MCE which featured some of that month’s PA programmes, 

while the creation of an event calendar for mobile devices would be worth 

considering. 

25. The Chairman agreed that such an event calendar for mobile devices could 

help with building a wider audience. 

26. Hon Ronald ARCULLI echoed the view that the Authority should Action 

consider developing the event calendar for mobile devices for such purpose. WKCDA 

27. Ms Anita GIDUMAL enquired about the content management and linkage 

between the two Facebook pages of WKCDA and M+. Promotion on Freespace 

Happening could be found on the WKCDA Facebook page but not the exhibition of 

Samson Young which was only published on the M+ Facebook page. She also 

suggested publicising the WKCDA events by flyers and reminders. 
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28. Mr Duncan PESCOD replied that the Authority would look into building 

the cross-linkage between social media platforms, meanwhile he opined that there 

would be a stronger brand building for M+. 

29. Mr Andy HO appreciated the efforts made especially in collaborating with 

overseas and local artists. In addition to audience building, he suggested that a 

robust public and community engagement plan should be put in place to nurture arts 

and administration talents by organising training courses in collaboration with 

tertiary institutions, schools and local art groups. 

30. Ms Suhanya RAFFEL agreed that collaboration with the education sector 

could help with capacity building. She said that M+ is already in discussion with 

universities as potential industry partner on courses covering a range of disciplines 

from curation to conservation, in additional to the existing programmes including 

M+ Rover, teacher programme and M+ docent volunteer programme. 

31. Mr Louis YU supplemented that PA would soon be signing a 

Memorandum of Understanding with Hong Kong Academy of Performing Arts 

(HKAPA) for long-term collaborations including advising on the HKAPA courses. 

Meanwhile, PA had been actively working on many aspects for capacity building in 

the education sector, including launching the 101 Series, advising on HKU Liberal 

Studies course, providing teacher training for secondary schools such as Diocesan 

Girls’ School and True Light Middle School of HK, as well as participating in the 

Career Expo. 

32. Mr TANG Shu-wing appreciated the work that had been achieved and 

looked forward to the upcoming opening of Xiqu Centre and Freespace. As a 

practitioner of the art industry, he would like the Authority to contribute to the 

development of an art and culture ecosystem and put forward a 5 to 10-year strategic 

plan for exporting art and cultural talents to gain international recognition, and 

reviewing career development prospect including salary research for the art and 

cultural industry. 
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33. Prof Lena LEE enquired about the internship programme and suggested 

that those interns who later became the Authority staff could help promote the 

programme through experience and life-story sharing. In addition, she asked if 

there would be any criteria based upon which partners for Freespace creative projects 

would be selected. She hoped that Ms Alison FRIEDMAN would bring in some 

cross-disciplinary artistic directions, and expressed appreciation of the Tea House 

Theatre Taster and M+ docent volunteer programmes. 

34. Ms Alison FRIEDMAN replied that PA and M+ had already collaborated 

on a dance/ gallery event last weekend, and were working together on a moving 

image on Xiqu Centre. She opined that given that the focus of PA would be “For 

Hong Kong; By Hong Kong”, they would be able to help develop Hong Kong as a 

regional leader in art and culture. 

35. The Chairman opined that the concept from art appreciation to art 

participation would be worth discussing. He also enquired how the 

recommendations raised during CP meetings would be taken forward. 

36. Mr Duncan PESCOD replied that he could report the progress under Action 

matters arising during the next CP meeting. WKCDA 

37. Hon Ronald ARCULLI opined that nowadays, given the Government’s 

financial support to the cultural and creative industries which were the selected 

emerging industries to drive the economy of Hong Kong, it had become easier for a 

young person to build his/her career path in arts and culture. 

38. In response to Mr TANG Shu-wing’s suggestion of contributing to the 

development of an art and culture ecosystem, Mr Duncan PESCOD explained that 

the Government should be leading the drive on the development of an art and culture 

ecosystem while the Authority would be one of the contributors to building the 

ecosystem. 
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39. The Chairman thanked the WKCDA colleagues for the presentation and 

Members for the constructive discussion. 

Agenda Item (4) Update on the Development of the Art Park and Freespace 

(WKCDA CP/02/2018) 

40. By way of a PowerPoint presentation, Mr Duncan PESCOD briefed 

Members on the development update of the Art Park and Freespace. The Art Park 

would have a large green coverage containing a rich variety of trees and plants to 

display attractive colours in different seasons. Around 800 trees had been moved 

from Nursery Park while another around 1 000 trees would be selected from the tree 

nurseries in the Mainland. Situated in the centre of the Art Park, the Freespace 

would provide indoor performance spaces such as the black box theatre and outdoor 

performance spaces including a great lawn accommodating up to 10 000 people. 

Against a backdrop of the Hong Kong Island skyline with specular views of Victoria 

Harbour, the waterfront promenade would be open by phases with the first one 

opened before Chinese New Year. The absence of fences would be a unique feature 

of the waterfront promenade so as to make it more attractive and less restrictive. 

Phase 2 of the Art Park, including Retail/ Dining/ Entertainment facilities would be 

expected to be completed by mid-2018, and the final phase together with the 

Freepsace in 2019. The Authority would continue working on the proposed Artist 

Square Bridge, the pier and the autonomous vehicle to enhance the connectivity of 

the WKCD. He also updated the Members that the SmartBike, Hong Kong’s first 

bike sharing system, recorded around 45 000 users since its establishment in April 

2014; and for the Street Performance Scheme, 398 Street Performance Permits were 

issued since its launch in August 2015. 

41. Mr CHING Cheung-ying enquired about the proposed traffic and shuttle 

bus services, the weather and the shade, the security for large scale event and the path 

for pedestrian and bike use. 
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42. Mr Duncan PESCOD replied that the path would not be separated for 

pedestrian and bike use. This was the arrangement in the Nursery Park for the past 

2.5 years, and it had not given rise to particular safety issues. The Head of Security 

who had recently joined the Authority would help look into the security matters with 

PA and Commercial departments. Shuttle bus services running from Kowloon 

Station to the M+ Pavilion had been launched two years ago, and the autonomous 

vehicle could help improve the internal accessibility of the WKCD.  In addition, the 

Authority had been in discussion with Transport Department, the traffic division of 

the Hong Kong Police Force, and bus companies to see how the transport and traffic 

connecting the WKCD and its neighbouring areas could be improved. He agreed 

with Mr CHING Cheung-ying that there should be decent shade in the Art Park , 

which he opined that trees in the Art Park would be the best and most natural way to 

shelter visitors in future. 

43. Hon Ronald ARCULLI agreed that artificial shade would look unnatural. 

44. Mr Chris IP supplemented that the road works had caused serious traffic 

around Tsim Sha Tsui and Jordan area, and therefore he would not recommend bus 

connections from Tsim Sha Tsui to the WKCD to worsen the situation. 

45. Ms Anita GIDUMAL mentioned that she could not find details such as 

opening hour, shuttle bus schedule, event information and map of the Samson Young 

exhibition on the M+ Facebook page. 

46. Mr Duncan PESCOD replied that he would look into the matter Action 

immediately. WKCDA 
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Agenda Item (6) Any Other Business 

47. There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 4:35 p.m. 

Consultation Panel 
of the West Kowloon Cultural District Authority 

May 2018 
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